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Outdoor
Red
Re d Eagle Lacing
430111 3030 red/gr
ed/grey
/gr ey
Sizes:
Sizes : UK 4 - 12, 13
Category:
Category: Alpine/Climbing
Support on the tiniest of holds
Built on a narrow last, Red Eagle Lacing was conceived for alpine performance and top performance climbers. The upper
of this lace-up climbing shoe is tightly stretched during production over a special last. The rigid midsole allows climbing
on the smallest of holds and the soft Vibram® XS-Grip outsole offers the best “stick”. The microfibre upper was made
with an “Air System” Perforation to increase shoe breathability and ventilation. The anti-bacterial fabric lining reduces
unpleasant odour.
Weight per pair (UK 8): 440 g
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Red Eagle Velcro
430115 3099 red/
ed/ black
Sizes:
Sizes : UK 4 - 12, 13
Category:
Category: Alpine/Climbing
TopTop-class for bouldering
LOWA developed the Red Eagle Velcro style especially for alpine performance and top performance climbers who also
like to boulder or practice their sport in a gym, Thanks to a microfibre upper and the “Air System” Perforation, your feet
will never overheat in the shoes, even on sunny days or in the gym. Plus the fabric lining reduces unpleasant odour. Also
manufactured by tightly pre-stretching over the last, this style has a medium-stiff midsole, as well as a Vibram® XS-Grip
outsole completes the package offered by this top shoe.
Weight per pair (UK 8): 440 g
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Falco Lacing,
Lacing, 430110
430110 0740 green
gr een
Falco Velcro, 430100 6040 blue
blue/gr
ue /green
/gr een
Sizes:
Sizes : Falco Lacing UK 4 - 13, Falco Velcro UK 3 - 13
Category:
Category: Alpine/Climbing
A powerful, yet comfortable duo
Comfort-oriented performance climbers are the target group for the Falco Lacing and its companion style Falco Velcro,
Velcro
both with microfibre uppers. Available either as a lace-up or Velcro closure style, this climbing shoe with a wide,
comfortable last has an anti-bacterial, odour-inhibiting fabric lining, an LC Super Grip outsole, as well as a medium-stiff
midsole.
Falco Lacing, Weight per pair (UK 8): 480 g
Falco Velcro, Weight per pair (UK 8): 440 g
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Falco Rental
430113 7030 green
green/gr
een/grey
/gr ey
Sizes:
Sizes : UK 4 - 12, 13
Category:
Category: Alpine/Climbing
Especially for rentals
With the Falco Rental,
Rental LOWA offers a style specially developed for rentals with a quick-lacing system and a wide,
comfortable last. The durable microfibre upper offers an anti-bacterial fabric lining to inhibit odours. The Falco Rental is
equipped with an LC Super Grip outsole and a stiff midsole. For the most effective use at rental, LOWA made the shoe
with abrasion-resistant rubber on the front and sides, as well as with a resoleable two-layer outsole. The size is clearly
visible on the exterior, and a clip system makes it easier to keep pairs together.
Weight per pair (UK 8): 520 g
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Pirol Kids
440110 0220 orange
Sizes:
Sizes : EU 27 - 36
Category:
Category: Alpine/Climbing
Children up on the wall
Children find climbing fascinating. LOWA has thus developed climbing shoes adaptable for kids even for the smallest of
them. Thanks to its adjustable length, the style Pirol Kids can grow along with them. The upper is made of breathable
microfibre material with perforations so the feet are well-ventilated. The anti-bacterial fabric lining inhibits unpleasant
odours, and the soft, flexible outsole offers great “stick” on the rock without forcing growing feet out of shape.
Weight per pair (EU 32): 210 g
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